Tired of your wash bays not draining properly, or the drains requiring constant attention? The ARI Wash Bay Device solves this issue.

While a wash bay is there to clean, they often accumulate pollution that washes into sewer or stormwater systems. The water and waste which washes into the pit contaminates the pit, the pick-up pump and the oily water separator. Eventually this accumulation reduces the efficiency of the wash bay and may even result in the drainage system failing.

Accumulate pollution makes further filtration of the water difficult or at best expensive.

The ARI Wash Bay Device has been developed to capture the waste and filter the water at the grate prior to system contamination. Without blocking the ARI Wash Bay Device is able to filter to 63μm (about 8 times smaller than a grain of sand - 500μm).

With the pollution removed the oily water separator will now work properly. This will ensure any connected drainage system functions as designed leading to significant cost savings while opening the clean water to be captured and reused.